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Here you can find the menu of The Crab Barrack in Birmingham. At the moment, there are 19 courses and drinks
on the card. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What Neal Johnson likes about The Crab

Barrack:
This place was a solid option. Went here to get some crab legs because the preferred option wasn't open and
this didn't disappoint. The special was 1/2 pound of crab legs and 1/2 pound of headless shrimp with potatoes,
corn, boiled eggs and sausage. Also got it with the special seasoning which is everything mixed together. It was
cooked very well and the spice was good too. Maybe had a little too much cayenne but sti... read more. What

Adrian Rus doesn't like about The Crab Barrack:
I will definitely go back and give this place another shot but they were training service members and I definitely
think that effected our entire experience especially being a seafood restaurant that our server didn't understand
the menu ?I had a dozen raw oysters didn't get any horseradish and the hot sauce looked at tasted old. Had to
ask for everything; oyster fork, crackers, horseradish or hot sauce ??My sister's... read more. During meals, a

refreshing drink is essential. In this gastropub, you will find not only delectable meals, but also a large and
comprehensive variety of good beers and other alcoholic drinks that compliment the food, You can take a break

at the bar with a freshly tapped beer or other alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks. In addition, they offer you tasty
seafood meals.
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Appet�er�
FRIED SHRIMP

�tra�
SWEET POTATO

Starter� & Salad�
FRIES

India�
FRIED OKRA

Sid� dishe�
SWEET POTATO FRIES

HOT SAUCE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
OYSTERS

LOBSTER

FISH

Ingredient� Use�
SEAFOOD

SHRIMP

POTATOES

SAUSAGE

CORN

TILAPIA

OKRA
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Opening Hours:
Monday 12:00 -22:00
Tuesday 12:00 -22:00
Wednesday 12:00 -22:00
Thursday 12:00 -22:00
Friday 12:00 -23:00
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